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01-H41

Ontario Power Generation: Pickering Nuclear2

Generating Station A Operating Licence3

THE CHAIRPERSON:  We will now move4

then to Agenda item No. 6, which is the Hearing5

Day One for the Ontario Power Generation Pickering6

Nuclear Generating Station A operating licence.7

This is covered by CMD document8

00-H4.9

The deadline for filing for10

applicant and for Commission staff was December11

19th, and both met the deadline.12

I will first ask OPG with regards13

to document CMD H4.1 if there are comments that14

OPG wishes to make.15

16

01-H4.117

Oral presentation by Ontario Power Generation18

MR. STRICKERT:  This is Bob19

Strickert, Site Vice-President of Pickering A.20

There are no further comments at21

this time.22

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Then just to23

confirm that the document and the materials that24

were presented earlier by Mr. Robinson will be the25
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presentation for Pickering A.1

MR. STRICKERT:  That is correct.2

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you very3

much.4

On that basis, then, with approval5

of the Commissioners, we will withhold any6

questions for OPG with regards to Pickering A7

until after the staff presentation on that.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  I will draw your9

attention, then, to CMD 01-H4, which is the10

presentation by Commission staff and ask11

Mr. Harvie to start the proceedings.12

13

01-H414

Oral presentation by CNSC staff15

MR. HARVIE:  Thank you, Madam16

Chair.17

We have the same team to present18

the Pickering A presentation as did the previous19

presentation.20

In this case, the presentation21

will be made by Mr. Tom Schaubel.  He is22

accompanied once again by Mr. Imtiaz Malek,23

Mr. Ulo Nurmsoo, and Mr. Peter Elder.24

I will turn the floor over to25
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either Mr. Malek, if he wishes to make any1

comments, otherwise Mr. Schaubel.2

MR. SCHAUBEL:  Good morning,3

Madam President and Members of the Commission.4

My name is Tom Schaubel of Power5

Reactor Evaluation Division.6

CMD 01-H4 is to advise the7

Commission on the CNSC staff review of Ontario8

Power Generation's application to renew the9

licence at Pickering A.10

This presentation will describe11

the licensee's performance over the past licence12

period, the summary of CNSC staff assessment,13

conclusions and recommendations.14

The four units at Pickering have15

been in a guaranteed shutdown condition since16

December 1977.  The units were shut down to free17

up needed resources to improve the operation of18

OPG's other nuclear power stations under their19

Integrated Improvement Program.20

The application by OPG for renewal21

of Pickering A licence is for the current laid-up22

state.  The condition of the licence that requires23

that all reactors remain in the approved shutdown24

state remains in effect.25
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OPG has applied separately for1

permission to restart the Pickering A units.  That2

application will be brought to the Commission3

separately at a future date and is not discussed4

in this CMD.5

The Environmental Assessment6

conducted concerning OPG's application for the7

restart of Pickering A, which was presented to the8

Commission late last year, is no associated with9

this application being discussed today.10

Not all of the programs normally11

assessed for a nuclear power station are12

applicable to Pickering A in its shutdown state. 13

Other programs are required but in a reduced14

capacity.  CNSC staff has taken this into account15

in the CMD and has only assessed the programs that16

are required in the shutdown state.17

The assessment of the programs18

which are applicable to Pickering A were generally19

based on the assessment of Pickering B with20

consideration for the plant being in the shutdown21

state.  In most areas, separate inspections or22

evaluations have not been performed at23

Pickering A.24

Also note that the Integrated25
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Improvement Project modifications have not all1

been implemented at Pickering A.2

All but two of the 11 safety areas3

assessed for Pickering A are rated as acceptable. 4

The two areas rated as conditionally acceptable5

are:  performance assurance, and training and6

qualification of staff.7

While many of the programs within8

these safety areas are still required for a9

shutdown plant, their need is much reduced. 10

Therefore, the deficiencies identified have little11

actual safety significance.12

Conclusions.13

CNSC staff conclude that:14

The risk to the public and workers15

from Pickering A in its current shutdown state is16

acceptably low.17

OPG is qualified to operate18

Pickering A.19

Adequate provisions for the20

protection of the environment, the health and21

safety of persons, and the maintenance of national22

security and measures required to implement23

international obligations to which Canada has24

agreed are in place.25
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I would like to emphasize again1

that these conclusions are based on the CNSC staff2

assessment of Pickering A in its laid-up state.3

CNSC staff recommends:4

The Commission approves the5

issuance of Power Reactor Operating Licence for6

Pickering A for a period of 27 months.7

Thank you.  This concludes the8

presentation.9

MR. MALEK:  CNSC staff will answer10

any questions you may have.11

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Thank you.12

The floor is now open for13

questions from the Commissioners.14

Dr. Giroux.15

MEMBER GIROUX:  A question for16

staff.17

On page 8 of your presentation you18

are discussing maintenance, and you mention that19

there has been very little maintenance work done20

in the last two years, and you are indicating that21

Pickering A is lagging behind Pickering B.22

The question is to clarify whether23

we are talking about the shutdown state or not. 24

Are you saying that for the shutdown state25
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maintenance is behind what it should be or are you1

referring to eventual upgrades leading to the2

start-up?3

MR. MALEK:  I shall ask4

Dr. Chester Wang of the CNSC site office to answer5

that question.6

MR. WANG:  I am Chester Wang,7

working at Pickering station.8

The statement refers to the9

improvement program compared with Pickering B, and10

because Pickering A is in a shutdown state and the11

main power resources shift to improve Pickering B12

so that the main power resources for improving13

Pickering A for the maintenance area is lagging14

behind the Pickering B.15

MEMBER GIROUX:  Yes.  I understood16

that.  But my question is:  Is it conditionally17

acceptable in terms of that plant being in a18

shutdown state?19

MR. WANG:  It is not a condition20

on the shutdown state.21

If it is in the shutdown state,22

then that will be all right.23

MEMBER GIROUX:  Okay.  So the24

state of the maintenance is acceptable for the25
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shutdown state.1

MR. WANG:  That's correct.2

MEMBER GIROUX:  That is what you3

are saying.  Okay.  That answers my question. 4

Thank you.5

I have a second question relating6

to training, but maybe Dr. Carty was planning to7

address it, and I don't want to --8

I will let Dr. Carty go first.9

MEMBER CARTY:  There seems to be10

the oddity here that in the testing by the staff11

at Pickering A, they seem to have done better than12

the staff at Pickering B from the point of view of13

the shift supervisors and operators.14

Then I find the comment from staff15

that the continuing training program for Pickering16

NGS-A was not sufficient.17

So there is a bit of an oddity18

there, I think.19

It seems that the staff who have20

been tested have had complete success passing the21

exams.22

MR. MALEK:  I shall ask Mr. André23

Vachon of PQAD to answer that question.24

I think it is Garry Schwarz this25
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time.1

MR. SCHWARZ:  Garry Schwarz,2

Director of Personnel Qualification Assessment3

Division.  I will let André off the hook on this4

one.5

Basically, what we are looking at6

here is, yes, the Pickering A staff have done very7

well in their examinations over the past year, and8

they are to be congratulated on that.9

But these are initial10

examinations.  This is for initial certification. 11

This is quite different from continuing training12

to maintain your certification.13

So you may recall that about a14

year ago we introduced five-year limits on the15

certification of certified staff.  What is under16

development right now are the continuing training17

programs and the requalification testing to allow18

the recertification of these people.  This19

particular requirement is still outstanding for20

all of the stations because it is basically being21

worked on on all the stations at the same time. 22

So this is the area which renders this particular23

area still being conditionally acceptable.24

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Carty,25
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perhaps OPG would like to comment on that.1

MR. MATHUR:  Madam Chair, the2

inter-utility testing standards for the continuing3

training is under development.  Our last draft was4

submitted to CNSC and we are hoping that we will5

be able to resolve our expectations with regard to6

the requirements for recertification testing.7

With regard to continuing training8

for the licensed or the certified staff, this past9

year we have delivered about 151 hours of10

continuing training which we are expecting to take11

eventually to 240 hours of continuing training. 12

Our target for 2001 is 160 hours.13

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Would you like14

to add to that, Mr. Strickert?15

MR. STRICKERT:  I will just add16

one comment for Dr. Carty.17

We did have our first two failures18

in three years recently on a general exam in that19

two of our ten operators failed, and we are doing20

a very thorough root cause of what went wrong21

there.  Just to put the record straight.22

Thank you.23

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Dr. Barnes.24

MEMBER BARNES:  A further25
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follow-up.1

In the staff document dealing with2

examination and certification of staff you give us3

numbers there of individuals presently authorized4

to act in operating positions at Pickering A.  It5

is on page 12.6

Are any of these individuals so7

authorized also authorized to work in Pickering B?8

MR. STRICKERT:  Is that to OPG?9

The authorization for shift10

supervisors and shift managers and for control11

room operators and for shift operating supervisors12

is specific to a unit, so they are not authorized13

for the full positions for Pickering B.  They are14

authorized on Pickering A.15

Some of the individuals were doing16

support work on the Pickering B organization17

during the past few years, but the balance of them18

stayed on Pickering A and we maintained their19

authorization on Pickering A.20

MEMBER BARNES:  Presumably, they21

are doing other things, though, are they, because22

the numbers are remarkably similar to those so23

authorized in A and B --24

MR. STRICKERT:  Yes.25
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MEMBER BARNES:  -- but A is shut1

down, so you have them deployed doing other things2

but still maintain their authorization.  Is3

that it?4

MR. STRICKERT:  I would like to5

first point out that our primary focus on6

Pickering A has been the safe lay-up of the units,7

and we have been required to keep authorized staff8

on those units to maintain the safe lay-up.  We9

have been doing maintenance specifically on the10

systems that are required to maintain the fuel11

cooled and the safety systems and the safety12

support systems.  Those have been maintained.  And13

we need an infrastructure of operating staff and14

authorized staff to do that.  So we have kept that15

all along.16

Secondly, there were a number of17

individuals that were then sent off to various IIP18

support programs, for example, on Pickering B and,19

in some cases, on Pickering A.  So some of the20

work that Dr. Mathur talked about with respect to21

shift supervisor training and with respect to22

operator training upgrades in the training23

programs were done by Pickering A authorized staff24

who were assigned to the training organizations to25
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do that.1

What we did was we melded the2

Pickering A and Pickering B efforts so that we3

could upgrade both programs at once with those4

authorized staff.  So some of the specific5

progress we have made in the training areas in6

laying the groundwork for much better programs has7

been done by Pickering A authorized staff.8

THE CHAIRPERSON:  There appears to9

be no further questions -- oh!10

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Sorry.  Just a11

question.12

On page 6, under "Equipment13

Fitness for Service", 3.3, "CNSC staff":14

"Two of the programs in the15

safety conditionally accepted16

areas have been known to17

require improvements for a18

long time."  (As read)19

What is your definition of a "long20

time" and what is being done to -- I guess, what21

are you doing to monitor that this is going to be22

approved?23

MR. MALEK:  On the question of24

maintenance, they have, in fact, improved25
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considerably in the last two years.1

Several years ago their2

maintenance was very basic and tended to be3

reactive rather than proactive.  They are4

developing programs including:  13-week and5

condition monitoring and so on.  It is difficult6

to say how long before the end point will be7

reached.  However, we are seeing progress.8

If you would like further details,9

I would ask Dr. Chester Wang to respond to you on10

maintenance and Dr. Love on fire protection.11

MEMBER GRAHAM:  I guess the reason12

I ask, it is under the "Conditionally acceptable"13

category and it seems that it has been flagged for14

a long time, or the indication would be, from what15

I read, that it had been flagged for a long time.16

You say you are seeing some17

improvement, but how fast is that improvement18

moving that we could be seeing it move from19

"conditionally acceptable" to "acceptable" stages?20

MR. MALEK:  There is a maintenance21

standard that we are in the process of developing. 22

I think it is due out shortly.  Once they meet23

that, they will be considered acceptable.  And24

there is a licence condition on fire protection25
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once they meet all the requirements of the fire1

protection backfits and modifications of the2

plant, then we would consider them acceptable.3

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Does OPG want to4

comment further?5

MR. STRICKERT:  I presume your6

questions are specifically on Pickering A.7

With respect to Pickering A, we8

have completed the fire assessments that we9

intended to do and committed to do as part of the10

program.  We have submitted to the CNSC the11

changes we are going to make on each unit prior to12

returning it to service.  The first one would be13

Unit 4.  We are doing the engineering work on14

those programs and preparing for contracts and15

field implementation on the fire protection.16

On the maintenance area, the17

return to service program which we intend to do a18

major mobilization on, presuming that we get19

acceptance of the EA, would be about 70 per cent20

maintenance, so each unit will go through thorough21

refurbishment prior to returning a unit to22

service.  The details of those programs are laid23

out in our basis for a return to service document,24

which would be subject to future licensing25
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hearings.1

MEMBER GRAHAM:  Thank you.2

One other question.  At the very3

bottom of page 7, and perhaps Dr. Barnes could4

more adequately ask it, but it is regarding the5

seismic margin assessment at Pickering A, "Some6

components, however, did not pass the screening7

criteria and OPG has committed to correct this",8

and so on.9

My question is:  Is this something10

that is serious for a plant even in the shutdown11

stage?12

ME. STRICKERT:  The answer is: 13

no, that is not serious.  We have done an14

assessment that makes that acceptable.15

The issues that we are dealing16

with are issues such as some of our electrical17

cabinets could shake and potentially topple in a18

major earthquake that the margin assessment looked19

at.  We will be bolting those down as part of the20

return to service program.21

There are a few block walls that22

we want to reinforce in the event that they would23

fall in a program, but they do not present a risk24

to the fuel that is currently in the core.25
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MEMBER GRAHAM:  Do CNSC staff want1

to comment further or do they concur?2

MR. MALEK:  I should like to ask3

Mr. Jim Blyth to answer that question.4

MR. BLYTH:  We concur with Mr.5

Strickert's response.  The plant has been shut6

down for so long that the risk is negligible.7

THE CHAIRPERSON:  Further8

questions?9

On that basis, that's the end of10

the questioning on Pickering A operating licence11

application.12

I will turn it over to Mr. Jack.13

MR. JACK:  As with previous14

hearings this morning, this hearing will continue15

on March 8 of this year here at the CNSC offices. 16

Again, we expect licensee and CNSC staff17

representation to be available at that time.18

Again, for intervenors who wish to19

make any submissions or oral presentations on20

March 8, their submissions must be with us at the21

CNSC offices in Ottawa on February 6, 2001.22

Thank you, Madam Chair.23


